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Antagonistic Relationship Between VEP Potentiation and

Gamma Power in Visual Snow Syndrome

Sebastian Luna, BA; Daniel Lai; Alison Harris, PhD

Objective.—Using a “double-pulse” adaptation paradigm, in which two stimuli are presented in quick succession, this

study examines the neural mechanisms underlying potentiation of the visual evoked potential (VEP) in visual snow

syndrome.

Background.—Visual snow is a persistent visual disturbance characterized by rapid flickering dots throughout the

visual field. Like the related condition of migraine with aura, visual snow has been hypothesized to arise from abnormal

neuronal responsiveness, as demonstrated by a lack of typical VEP habituation to repeated visual stimulation. Yet the

exact neural mechanisms underlying this effect remain unclear. Previous “double-pulse” experiments suggest that typical

VEP habituation reflects disruptive gamma-band (50-70 Hz) neural oscillations, possibly driven by inhibitory interneurons.

Given that migraine has been associated with reduced cortical inhibition, we propose here that visual snow may likewise

reflect diminished inhibitory activity, resulting in decreased gamma power following initial visual stimulation and concomi-

tant potentiation of the subsequent VEP response.

Methods.—We compared VEP responses to double-pulse adaptation in a 22-year-old man with a 2-year history of

visual snow versus a group of age- and gender-matched controls (N 5 5). The patient does not have a comorbid diagnosis

of episodic migraine or migraine with aura, and controls had no personal or family history of migraine.

Results.—In contrast to the pattern of habituation observed in controls, visual snow was associated with persistent

potentiation of the VEP response. Consistent with our predictions, time-frequency analysis revealed reduced gamma-band

power following the initial stimulus in visual snow relative to controls.

Conclusions.—These results support an antagonistic interplay between gamma power and rapid neural adaptation,

shedding new light on the neural mechanisms of VEP potentiation in visual snow.
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Positive visual phenomena, in which patients

experience illusions or distortions of visual percep-

tion, provide a window on the consequences of

abnormal neural responsiveness in pathological states.

Although the neural mechanisms of positive visual

phenomena have been studied extensively in the con-

text of migraine aura,1 less is known about the under-

lying pathology in “visual snow,” a related but

distinct visual disorder.2 Individuals with visual snow

report a persistent and ongoing visual disturbance in

the entire visual field, characterized by rapid flicker-

ing of fine dots resembling video noise or “static.”2,3

Like migraine, visual snow has been hypothe-

sized to arise from changes in the responsiveness of
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neurons to sensory stimulation.3 Measurements of

visual evoked potentials (VEPs) in normal individu-

als typically show physiological habituation, a

decrease in neural response to repeated stimulus

presentations.4 In contrast, VEPs to repeated stimu-

lation are often potentiated, or increased, in

patients with migraine.5 Consistent with this idea, a

recent study reported VEP potentiation associated

with visual snow.6 However, these results have

been questioned due to the patient’s prior history

of migraine with aura,7 as well as more general con-

cerns about the reliability of VEP habituation in

migraine.8

Here, we tested VEP habituation in a 22-year-

old male visual snow patient without comorbid

migraine, ruling out underlying migraine with aura

as a confounding factor. Additionally, we extend

previous research by measuring VEP habituation

using a rapid “double-pulse” adaptation paradigm in

which two stimuli (S1 and S2) are presented with a

variable stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA). Adapta-

tion to double-pulse presentations has been observed

for signals arising from both early visual cortex9 and

higher-order perceptual areas,10 and can be elicited

by paired presentations of different images, sugges-

ting it does not solely depend on low-level physical

stimulus properties.11,12 Rather than indexing a

direct reduction of neural activity, this adaptation

effect appears to reflect disruption of the S2

response by synchronized gamma-band (50-70 Hz)

oscillations preceding the onset of the S2 stimulus,

with greater suppression of the evoked S2 response

associated with higher pre-S2 gamma power.13

One possible neural mechanism for the disrup-

tive effect of pre-S2 gamma comes from previous

work showing that synchronous cortical gamma

oscillations depend on the activity of inhibitory

interneurons.14 Interestingly, inhibition of visual

cortex appears to be diminished in migraine, as evi-

denced by studies using metacontrast masking15

and noninvasive brain stimulation.16 Thus, we

hypothesize that in visual snow, reduced inhibition

of visual cortices would lead to decreased synchro-

nous gamma oscillations (ie, lower power) preced-

ing the S2 stimulus, relative to normal levels, with a

concomitant lack of VEP habituation.

METHODS

The patient is a right-handed 22-year-old male

with a 2-year history of visual snow syndrome. He

meets the recently proposed diagnostic criteria for

visual snow,2 chief of which is the experience of con-

stantly flickering fine dots throughout the entire

visual field. This symptom persists in all light condi-

tions and when the eyes are closed. The patient also

experiences several related positive sensory phenom-

ena, including palinopsia, nyctalopia, photopsia,

phosphenes, the blue field entopic phenomenon, and

tinnitus. All symptoms developed over the course of

two weeks and have since persisted without remis-

sion. The patient has normal visual acuity and eye

structure, and no abnormalities have been detected

in neurological and neuroimaging examinations.

Given that five past headache attacks of

migrainous phenotype are sufficient for a diagnosis

of episodic migraine, it is important to quantify the

number and extent of previous migraine episodes.

The patient has experienced one attack of migrain-

ous phenotype with stereotypical symptoms of

migraine aura, which occurred 6 years prior to this

study. The patient has not experienced any other

migraine attacks. Therefore, the patient does not

qualify for a diagnosis of episodic migraine. How-

ever, there is a family history of migraine with aura

on the maternal side.

Seven gender- and age-matched controls (ages

20-24, mean age 5 21.1) were recruited from the

college community, of whom two were excluded

due to problems with EEG recording. All control

participants had normal or corrected vision and no

personal or family history of migraine. Informed

consent was obtained from all participants, and the

study was approved by the college’s Institutional

Review Board.

In the double-pulse adaptation experiment, two

stimuli were presented for 17 ms each with four

SOAs: 50, 67, 117, and 217 ms (Fig. 1A). Stimuli

consisted of 50 high-contrast black-and-white line

patterns (4.68 3 4.68 of visual angle), presented on

a gray background with a central fixation point11

(Fig. 1B). Subjects monitored for an infrequent

checkerboard target (10% of total trials), the
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appearance of which was randomly intermixed with

the experimental trials. All trials were programmed

and displayed in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA,

USA) using PsychToolbox17 stimulus presentation

software.

EEG data were collected using a 128-channel

BioSemi ActiveTwo system (Biosemi B.V., Amster-

dam, Netherlands), digitized continuously at 512 Hz

with bilateral mastoid references. Offline data proc-

essing was performed using the EEGLAB tool-

box,18 including re-sampling to 500 Hz, re-

referencing to an average reference, linear detrend-

ing, high-pass filtering at 1 Hz, notch filtering at 60

Hz, and selection of epochs time-locked to the S1

stimulus (–500 ms to 800 ms). Artifactual noise was

identified and removed using independent compo-

nents analysis19 via second-order blind identifica-

tion,20 and 600-ms epochs time-locked to the S2

stimulus (–200 ms to 400 ms) were extracted. Pre-

processing for time-frequency followed a similar

procedure, but excluding re-referencing and filter-

ing of the data.

To measure VEP adaptation, we examined the

P100 response, occurring approximately 100 ms

post-stimulus onset at posterior sensors. For each

participant, individual sensors of interest (SOIs)

were defined 90-110 ms post-stimulus onset at pos-

terior sensors based on the amplitude of VEPs to

the S1 stimulus, using a threshold of z-scored

amplitude� 1.5. Local peak amplitude and latency

for the S2 response were then determined for each

participant and condition using a 10-point (20-ms)

window in the ERPLAB21 toolbox for Matlab. To

ensure that these subject-level averages were not

disproportionately influenced by a small number of

outlying values, we empirically estimated the mean

amplitude of the P100S2 response for a 20-ms win-

dow (10 ms pre-, 10 ms post-) around the average

peak latency in the 67 and 217 ms SOA conditions

based on the individual trial data using a bootstrap-

ping procedure (1,000 permutations). Bootstrap

estimates were computed separately across controls

in order to preserve inter-subject variability. The

extent of adaptation was quantified by normalizing

the P100 response to the S2 stimulus by the ampli-

tude of the preceding S1 response (P100S2/P100S1).

Bootstrap confidence intervals for the normalized

P100S2 response were constructed using 10,000 per-

mutations resampling the original subject-level data

with replacement.

Time-frequency analysis was performed using

the FieldTrip toolbox22 for Matlab using a Morlet

wavelet (width 5 7). Time-frequency analysis was

performed individually in each participant for all

trials, averaging across the participant’s individu-

ally defined SOIs. We first computed the differ-

ence in power between Short and Long SOA,

defined by 67 ms versus 217 ms SOA respectively,

within participant. We then compared the differ-

ence of Short–Long SOA in visual snow versus

Fig. 1.—(A) Schematic of the “double-pulse” adaptation paradigm. Two stimuli, S1 and S2, are presented for 17 ms each with a

variable interstimulus interval (ISI) from 33 to 200 ms, producing stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 50, 67, 117, and 217

ms. Following S2, a fixation point was displayed for an intertrial interval (ITI) of 2.4 s, chosen to minimize persistent afterimages

between trials in the visual snow patient. (B) Double-pulse adaptation of the early visual P100 component. On each trial, two of

50 high-contrast black-and-white (fingerprint) stimuli were selected and presented in pairs, with each pattern serving as the S2

image twice per condition (100 trials per condition). A nonidentical image was randomly selected as S1. Participants were

instructed to respond to the appearance of an infrequent target image (checkerboard pattern), which occurred on 10% of trials.

(C-D) P100 adaptation in (C) control participants and (D) visual snow patient across four SOAs (colors as indicated in A).

Grand average waveforms are time-locked to the onset of the S2 stimulus (dotted line, 0 ms), with the P100S2 response occurring

approximately 100 ms after stimulus onset. Note that at shorter SOAs the P100S1 is visible in the time leading up to the P100S2.

Grand averages in (D) reflect the average of two separate sessions in the visual snow patient. (E-F) Bootstrap resampled mean

amplitudes of the P100S2 response for the (E) 67 ms SOA and (F) 217 ms SOA conditions. Mean amplitudes were computed for

each trial in each subject for a 20-ms window around the average peak latency, and distributions of bootstrapped means were

derived from 1,000 samples with replacement from the trial data within subject. (G) Average normalized P100S2 amplitude by

SOA for visual snow patient (red squares) versus controls (blue diamonds). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

The shaded blue area indicates 95% confidence intervals, as determined by bootstrapping (10,000 permutations). (H) Time-

frequency analysis of Short–Long SOA in visual snow versus controls. Red dashed box: Time-frequency window of interest in

which gamma power differences were predicted. Black outlines indicate windows in which t values were significant, corrected for

multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate (FDR).
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control participants using an independent-samples

two-tailed t test with a nonparametric Monte

Carlo permutation statistic (10,000 repetitions).

Results were corrected for multiple comparisons

via the false discovery rate (FDR). Based on our a

priori hypotheses, we predicted that significant

reductions in gamma power would be visible in

the time window preceding the P100S2 response

(40 to 80 ms post-stimulus) in the frequency range

of 50 to 70 Hz.

RESULTS

Grand average waveforms in controls (Fig. 1C)

and the visual snow patient (Fig. 1D) revealed rec-

ognizable P100 components in response to the S1

and S2 stimuli. The pattern in controls replicated

earlier findings9,11 of decreasing adaptation at lon-

ger SOAs, with full recovery of P100 amplitude by

117 ms SOA on average (Fig. 1C). In contrast,

across two separate recording sessions, the visual

snow patient showed a distinctive pattern of adapta-

tion characterized by marked potentiation of the

P100S2 response (Fig. 1D). Although measurement

of the P100S2 response at shorter SOAs was compli-

cated by the atypical appearance of the VEP wave-

form, we focused on the first positive peak following

the P100S1 (mean latency: 50 ms SOA 5 181.7 ms,

67 ms SOA 5 172 ms) due to the patient’s report of

prolonged afterimages following visual stimulation,

as well as the observation that even for an SOA of

117 ms, the patient’s average P100S2 response

showed a delayed peak latency relative to those of

controls (t(4) 5 28.47, P 5 0.001, one-sample t test).

To ensure that the differences between average

waveforms in the controls and patient were not

driven by a small number of outlying trials, we fur-

ther reconstructed the distribution of mean P100S2

amplitudes for two of the SOA conditions, 67 ms

(Fig. 1E) and 217 ms (Fig. 1F), using a bootstrap

resampling procedure on individual trial data

(1,000 permutations). Comparison of the bootstrap

resampled mean P100 amplitude across controls

(blue) versus within the patient (red) indicated that

the two distributions were completely separated,

with higher mean amplitudes for the patient regard-

less of SOA condition.

Looking across the full range of tested SOAs,

adaptation effects in the visual snow patient

were strikingly reduced in comparison to controls

(Fig. 1G). Bootstrap resampled 95% confidence

intervals (Fig. 1G, shaded blue area) revealed

no overlap between control and patient averages.

To confirm this result statistically, we conducted

a mixed-design ANOVA with visual snow as a

between-subjects factor and SOA as a repeated

measure. Degrees of freedom were adjusted to cor-

rect for violations of sphericity by the average esti-

mated epsilon from Greenhouse-Geisser and

Hunyh-Feldt corrections.23 The analysis revealed a

significant main effect of SOA (F(2.05,8.2) 5 8.79,

P 5 0.009) within subjects, as well as a significant

interaction of SOA x Visual Snow (F(2.05,8.2) 5

4.33, P 5 0.05) and between-subjects effect of

Visual Snow: (F(1,4) 5 23.2, P 5 0.009).

We further hypothesized that this lack of

habituation would be correlated with reduced

gamma power in the time preceding the second

stimulus. For each participant, we computed

gamma power associated with long versus short

SOA (217 versus 67 ms) from 2100 to 400 ms

after onset of the second stimulus. We hypothe-

sized that, in the time directly preceding the

onset of the S2 response, controls would show a

positive effect (ie, greater disruptive gamma

power in the short SOA condition), whereas the

visual snow patient would have a negative or null

effect. Comparing visual snow minus controls, we

therefore expected a negative effect between 50

and 70 Hz,13 occurring roughly 40 to 80 ms after

S2 stimulus onset (Fig. 1F, red dashed box).

In line with this prediction, an independent-

samples t test using a nonparametric Monte Carlo

permutation statistic (10,000 permutations) found

significant negative t values overlapping with

the a priori time-frequency window of interest

(Fig. 1F).

DISCUSSION

Despite growing awareness of visual snow as a

distinct disorder from migraine with aura, the neu-

ral underpinnings of this condition remain unclear.

Here we addressed this question by measuring
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VEP response habituation using a “double-pulse”

paradigm.9-12 Our results replicate previous find-

ings of VEP potentiation in visual snow syn-

drome,6 further demonstrating this effect in the

absence of comorbid migraine with aura. This

potentiation effect was visible across a range of

tested SOAs, and persisted beyond the recovery

from adaptation observed in control participants.

Because all SOA conditions were randomly inter-

leaved, rather than presented in successive blocks,

the observed difference is unlikely to be explained

by confounding factors such as fluctuations in atten-

tion or increasing fatigue.7,8

More significantly, our data provide a novel

mechanistic link between VEP potentiation and

neural oscillations in the gamma band. In line with

previous research,13 we observed an antagonistic

relationship between pre-S2 gamma power and the

subsequent evoked response, with reduced gamma

synchronization in visual snow. Although the ori-

gins of this effect are not completely understood,

inhibitory interneurons appear to play a key role in

driving gamma oscillations, thereby gating cortical

sensory responses.14 In this light, reported hyper-

metabolism in the visual cortices of patients with

visual snow24 is consistent with diminished inhibi-

tory processes.

Our results parallel an extensive literature on

VEP habituation in migraine, which has been vari-

ously ascribed not only to decreased inhibition,16

but also to increased cortical excitability or

reduced pre-activation levels.5 While we cannot

rule out these alternative explanations for the

VEP potentiation observed here, our results high-

light an important role for time-frequency analysis

in interpreting the evoked potential data. In par-

ticular, the emergence of antagonistic gamma syn-

chronization in the time window following the

P100S1 response points to a specific role of local

recurrent circuits in mediating double-pulse adap-

tation. Lower synchrony of neural oscillations in

this time period may interact with reduced base-

line activity levels and/or neuronal hyperexcitabil-

ity to allow greater synchronization of the

response to the subsequent S2 stimulus, leading to

the VEP potentiation observed here.

Finally, although our data are highly consistent

with the substantial scientific literature on “double-

pulse” adaptation, further research will be necessary

to confirm these findings. For example, despite cur-

rently lacking symptoms of migraine with aura, our

visual snow patient has had a previous migrainous

attack with aura and thus may qualify for this diag-

nosis in the future. More generally, comparison of

larger patient samples to controls matched for

migraine and aura, along with assessment of other

visual evoked potentials, will be necessary to disen-

tangle the neurological factors contributing to visual

snow, as well as relating them to the severity and

persistence of associated positive visual phenomena.

CONCLUSIONS

Collectively, these findings provide new

insights into the physiological basis of positive

visual phenomena in visual snow. Future research

examining double-pulse adaptation for larger

patient samples and additional visual evoked com-

ponents has the potential to shed further light on

the physiological correlates of this debilitating

condition.
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